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On the following pages are the Corporate Partners, Partners and Insurer 
Partners of I Love Claims and ARC360. These relationships are built on 
an aligned approach to ‘creating a better tomorrow, through what we 
learn today’. 

Our partners align with our proactive philosophy of gaining ground together via 
executive level interaction, strategic collaboration and innovative problem solving.

Both I Love Claims and ARC360 wish to thank all our partners for their continued 
support and vision of bringing the industry together.
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On Wednesday 1 July 2020, 
ARC360, in association with  
I Love Claims and as part of the  
I Love Claims Digital Motor 
Claims Festival, hosted The Great 
British Motor Claims Survey.

The interactive, voting/feedback event 
provided a ‘sector neutral’ meeting point for 
key stakeholders to provide their insights and 
thoughts about the high-level issues impacting 
the industry at large. 

This report includes all the findings to stem 
from event. 

The Great British Motor Claims Survey – hosted 
via a Zoom webinar format – included 137 
participants who helped to provide a sentiment 
snapshot of how the COVID-19 pandemic is and 
could potentially impact on the UK’s incident 
repair sector moving forward. 

It mirrored a similar, smaller scale invite only 
ARC360 Hub event which took place at the 
beginning of May.  

Both events were supported by  
Trend Tracker Ltd.

The 137 attendees for the The Great British 
Motor Claims Survey represented:

Insurers/accident management

29%
Vehicle repair

33% 
(includes distribution, product/equipment suppliers, 
repairers)

Supply chain

25%
(includes IT, mobility, salvage/green parts, service providers, 
training providers, VMs)

Other

13%
(includes associations, consultants, legal)

Utilising a broad scope of industry relevant 
themes and questions, the survey posed 
24 potential ‘scenario’ based questions and 
presented them as polls for attendees to 
vote and feedback on. Each poll generated 
circa 80% response. Some polls specifically 
requested feedback which has been included 
verbatim (see rationale). Other questions 
simply generated feedback and, where 
deemed sufficient in volume, have been 
included.

Although attendees were visible to 
one another, the entire process was 
run anonymously with both voting and 
commentary anonymised.

Attendees were not given any insight into 
the question set in advance which were 
categorised into four sections: general; 
industry; repair; and other. With this, questions 
ranged from key business timelines through to 
supply and demand, shifting relationships, and 
total losses.

A special thanks goes to all those who took 
part and for providing such positive feedback 
and support of the initiative.

Mark Hadaway
Co-founder 
ARC360

Please note: due to fact The Great British Motor Claims 
Survey was open invite, the sample size of the data output 
for statistical significance could reasonably be called 
into question, as too could the balance of participants/
represented organisations.

Introduction

Supported by:
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As of today (1 July), what 
is the key timeline focus 
within your business:

0-3 months 

36% 36%
28%

3-6 months 6-12 months 

SECTION:

Business General

Rationale

• Immediate cashflow always the priority

• The biggest impact will be in the near 
future and that will steer the future

• Balancing the desire and ambition to grow 
with the uncertainty and inconsistent 
volumes of work to help drive the 
investments required

• Launching new entries in the UK market by 
year end

• Financial focus

• Will be launching a new version of our 
technology

• End of Furlough and looming recession

• Gut feeling

• 6-12 months because we believe this is 
when the main impacts of Brexit and 
COVID-19 will shake out

• Crucial race against time now with Furlough 
ending and work volumes gradually picking 
up

• Cashflow and staffing requirements

• We’re in good shape now, so 6-12 months is 
our timeline

• We plan for a winter and summer flux in 
work

• Trying to predict where the recovery will 
go for an industry as a whole and make 
decisions based around this knowledge

• If not back to ‘normal’ in six months, just 
turn the lights off

• Repair volumes and an increase traffic

• Looking at market trends to enable 
decisions on staffing levels

• Starting to come out of the low point and 
gaining more certainty to plan and grow 
again

• Pretty good idea what will happen next 3 
months but unsure what winter will look 
like (second wave etc)
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SECTION: Business General

Rationale continued

• Second spike likely of COVID-19!

• Changing circumstances and the need to 
adapt quickly

• Understanding the medium-term impact of 
COVID-19

• We really need to move the industry on 
beyond survival and onto prosperity

• 6-12 months - following survival of 2020 the 
key will be the return to full capacity and 
growth in 2021

• Finalising working practices coming out of 
COVID-19 and the whiplash reforms in 2021

• Taking things week by week at present, 
hopefully by the end of 3 moths we will be 
nearer to normal volumes

• We have developed a solid base of work 
at 50%.  Now need to concentrate on 
12-month target

• We feel the impact of COVID-19 will be felt 
for a sustained period, therefore need to be 
able to plan for this

• Working with our customers to predict and 
maintain volume and demand for the next 
3-6 months and beyond

• Business is still very hands-on as we re-
open sites, looking after our staff and 
ensure we have enough work to fill our 
bodyshops

• Concentrating our focus on cash flow and 
what happens when Furlough ends

• Realistically volumes driven and I think near 
pre-COVID volumes will take until end of 
year to return

• Sub-6 month focus leads to 6-12 and that 
needs to be where sights are set

• First couple of months were about keeping 
the lights on, protecting cash, then 
stabilising, now it's about mid-term future 
planning

• With the uncertainty around COVID-19, 
we need to recover before we can build. 
Anything beyond 3-6 months is very 
uncertain.

• Still taking each day as it comes, still unsure 
about volumes etc

• 12 months is the timeline that allows for 
forward thinking

• Impact of COVID-19 requires short-term 
measures for immediate future in terms of 
structure, strategy and claims trends

• Next 3 months is a huge learning curve

• We are micro managing and reviewing 
everything to ensure we are fully aware of 
what is going on around us

• Minimal control and lots of unknowns and 
uncertainty in the short-term

• I feel that we will see more of an impact 
on claims volume between the 6-12 month 
mark

• Short-term most important at present

• Pace of change in claims issues / landscape

• When things will be safe to go back to 
some sort of norm
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SECTION: Business General

What do you believe 
will be the short-term 
(6 month) impact of the 
crisis on people’s driving 
behaviours:

People driving 
less as a result of 
work from home/

technology 
adoption 

69%

27% 4%

More people 
driving to 

maintain social 
distancing 

No change 

Comments

• I believe there will be a balance of working 
from home (WFH) over those that have 
to attend work no longer wanting to use 
public transport or car share

• A mix of both really, most cannot work from 
home, extended lockdowns will obviously 
affect this

• Number of journeys may be about the same 
but distances travelled I expect to be less

• Social distancing likely to be a major 
preoccupation 

• Large inner-city businesses will recognise 
the benefits of applying home working

• Largely driven by sales staff rather than R&D

• Cars will still be on the road, frequency may 
reduce but severity likely to increase (eg 
cyclists, pedestrians)

As a business, what percentage of your people do you 
expect to continue to work from home in the future?

Plan for full 
return to 
location 

16%
21% 28%

18% 18%

1 – 25% 26 – 50% 51-75% 76-100% 
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Do you think the motor 
claims industry will 
change significantly as 
a result of the global 
pandemic?

Yes

41% 59%

No

SECTION:

Industry General

• There will be change but it won’t be significant. 
Processes and procedures are too embedded 
and, as an industry, we are change averse overall

• Not from what we have seen in China so far...

• Less travel to customer sites, as either sales or 
the customer may be working remotely.

• Driver behaviour

• Not significantly as insurance policies and claims 
demand will remain but the volume, mix and 
nature of work will change as well as the supply 
chain of course

• Cost cutting is going to be a high percentage of 
the views that would drive this

• Customer behaviour and activities will be so 
different and so companies will have to adjust

• How our staff will work will change... how we 
handle claims unlikely to change

• More communication between companies?

• Fewer repairs, more digitalisation

• Motor will be less impacted than other lines of 
business. I think it’ll revert largely to the norm

• Statistically the large numbers of claims spreads 
out trends

• We have been talking about this industry 
changing for more years than I can remember 
and it will go back to the same before we know 
it

• Generally we are volume related businesses, and 
there has been and will be less volume

• I’m an optimist! I genuinely hope there will be 
significant change and improvement, but I think 
it will actually be more of a step change than 
significant

Rationale
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SECTION: Industry General

Rationale continued

• Claims to be processed quicker and technology 
will help

• I think the insurers are already thinking they will 
return to the old business model ASAP

• It will change but not significantly, no. Suppliers 
of work will still want to be the adult in the 
relationship

• Insurance companies will want to keep any 
savings

• People will return to the roads, they will still 
need insurance, they will still have claims. We 
will however probably see more fraudulent 
activity across the industry

• Claims handlers can work from home - flexible 
working

• Will just be run with less people and less 
bodyshops

• Changing habits of working coupled with an 
expected environmental drive

• Once the pandemic passes, motor claims return 
to normal. Less travel to work, but also decrease 
in public transport usage

• Redundancies, working from home, fewer claims 
in the medium-term

• Less cars on the road and therefore less claims 
hopefully

• Yes, it must. We have to find ways to improve 
profitability and yet cost burden of COVID-19 is 
falling on bodyshops at the moment

• The virtual claims momentum has reached a 
tipping point and that will change the entire 
workflow and economics of the claims

• Overall volumes may change and we may see 
different trends in timings eg reduction in peak 
hours, but accidents will happen and businesses 
working with tech will continue to do so and 
develop

• We will see reduced numbers on the road 
initially but this will be countered by increased 
road use by people who did use public transport.

• The basic process will remain the same, 
however the constituent parts will have greater 
or less change. There will be more reliance on 
technology to reduce physical interaction

• Dropping off and collection of vehicles will 
change. Disinfectant of cars will be an added 
necessary part of the repair with subsequent 
increased cost

• The industry will bounce back, we may lose a 
few repairers initially but number of repairers 
should increase again as the world gets back to 
normal and accidents arise

• There will be lots of small changes, but I don’t 
think anything will change significantly

• Work providers/insurers will revert to driving 
cost/price down, especially as repairers will 
accept unsustainable contracts to secure volume 
and all talk of collaboration will be just talk alas

• From an insurer perspective not much will 
change in terms of processes

• Changes in driver behaviour will impact claims 
trends, more vulnerable road users (cyclists, 
pedestrians, motorbikes)

• In the longer term the expectation is for claims 
frequency to return to similar levels as pre-
COVID-19. Hopefully, some of the collaboration 
will continue in the longer term

• Inevitably you will get people working from 
home meaning less vehicles on the road

• The world is going to be a totally different place 
to work in and there will be a huge nervousness

• I think we will see households with less cars and 
more sharing. Also with people working from 
home and Zoom tech we will see less vehicles 
on the road

• The only changes may be a retraction in 
numbers, but the rest of the industry will have to 
continue to function albeit more collaboratively

• Current process works well for insurance 
companies, so they won’t want change

• Less cars on the road, so hopefully less claims

• It will change but not significantly. The 
fundamentals will remain the same

• Claims volumes have dropped however this is 
starting to increase now
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SECTION: Industry General

By how much do you anticipate motor claims volumes to be 
down, year-on-year, in Q4 2020? (based on current projections)

Expect a 
bounce-back 

to retain 
normal levels 

8%

50%

34%
4% 3%

10% - 20% 21% - 40% 41% - 60% 61%+ 

What impact do you think the 
COVID-19 disruption may have on 
motor premiums?

Do you believe the crisis will 
accelerate the uptake of on-
demand/telematics-based 
insurance?

(i.e. reward-based policies/pay as you drive etc)

Increased 

Yes 

27%

44%

32%

46%

41%

10%

Decreased 

No 

None 

Unsure 
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SECTION: Industry General

How do you think car 
‘ownership’ will be impacted?

Do you believe the crisis 
will accelerate the uptake 
of ‘alternative’ vehicle 
ownership/usage models ?

(i.e. car clubs / pay as you drive / 
subscription based)

Increase 

Yes 

30%

41%

31%

45%

39%

14%

Decrease 

No 

Remain 
stable 

Unsure 
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SECTION: Industry General

In light of the pandemic, 
will drivers/customers 
be as passionate about 
a replacement car or 
prefer to take cash in lieu 
alternatives?

Could/will insurers/
claims outsource 
specialists look to 
provide/manage mobility 
in the event of an 
accident in the future?

Replacement 
car 

Yes

41%

66%

42%
17%

17%17%

Cash in lieu 

No

Unsure 

Unsure 
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Do you believe the impact 
on supply and demand 
will change market 
dynamics?

Yes

82%

18%

No

SECTION:

Repair

Rationale

• More mobile repairs, more use of green parts?

• Relative inequality of insurers and suppliers undiminished

• It would appear to be an obvious answer

• Fewer specialist repairers

• Supply was already an issue with certain manufacturers, I can’t see how it will improve

• Not from what I’ve seen/heard more recently

• Contraction in the size (number of repairers) in the supply chain to meet with reduced volume
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Rationale continued

SECTION: Repair

• One-stop-shop to fully complete all repairs and not delay but sub-contracting out things like 
ADAS resets

• Business failures will drive consolidation and risks monopoly supply

• Continued shortage of work is going to cause lots of closures

• Don’t think it will as probable less volume of repairers to do less volume of repairs… unfortunately

• Fewer miles driven means fewer claims

• Fewer claims, fewer repairers, higher costs - market forces

• New parts supply will be a challenge. Use of reclaimed parts will increase. As demand for re-use 
of parts increases, the reclaimed parts model will mature and become a strong alternative option

• Not making enough parts at this moment so they will be harder to get and prices will be also 
going up

• Further consolidation in all parts of the value chain

• Increased instances of ad-hoc costs being allowed by work providers (ie COVID-19 cleaning 
charges) also introduction of temporary pricing uplifts where certain areas of the network are 
challenged for capacity

• Simply down to who controls what

• It’s all about how much repair capacity survives ultimately, if that reduces more than claims there 
will be a market alteration theoretically

• Rates to secure missing volumes will be detrimental to repairers, think some repairers will go 
then demand will swing the other way in favour of repairers

• Smaller repairers priced out of the market

• Yes in the short-term until a ‘new normal’ is established
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SECTION: Repair

In light of reduced claims volumes, what percentage 
of repairers do you believe may cease to trade over the 
next three to six months?

None

0%
26%

39%

22%
10%

3%

5% 10% 15% 20% More 

Rationale

• Some may fall but all will adapt to current demand

• October will be the critical moment if government don’t offer further support

• Cash flow, volume repairers without volume

• Less volumes around, more consolidation. Revenue will stay same, some will not be able to cope

• It’s been supported by Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CVJRS) currently, as that diminishes 
and cash flow bites, see more casualties to come. It’s not over yet!

• I didn’t answer because I can’t gauge the UK market. In the USA I expect 5% of repairer 
businesses to simply shut as a result of this by year’s end

• COVID 19 is just another factor that will drive the number of repair centres down, along with 
certification and repair complexity

• More groups now with ability to change scale and keep trading
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SECTION: Repair

Rationale continued

• Bigger ones will survive, smaller ones will suffer and be bought possibly

• The turnover of cash/cash flow will be key to businesses surviving

• I think the main impact will be in excess of 6 months - when loans have to be paid back and after 
end of year figures collated for a lot of people

• Lack of sustainability in their business models; no succession planning; ageing demographic; may 
not be able to recover the business

• Single site owners who are a little older will exit as it could take them years to re-establish their 
business

• Cash flow

• Bills will come in shortly for closed months and volumes not enabling profit to return yet, let 
alone when the government Furlough scheme ends

• Some that were struggling before may decide to withdraw. Some may not have the reserves to 
see them through the crisis

• Cash flow

• Fewer miles means fewer claims, repairs will take longer, profitability will be reduced

• Sadly, there is bound to be some casualties, but maybe not too many in the immediate short-
term. Longer-term is of more concern for repairers in my opinion

• Less claims and less work to go around

• Cost of staying in business especially when loans etc have to be paid back. Some owners were 
looking to exit anyway due to not making money and had very little investment so they now go 
out of business and blame COVID-19

• Insurers need to support the repair networks by making prompt payment

• The current power base sits with the insurers and until/if the repairers take control, the status 
quo will exist
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SECTION: Repair

Do you believe a potential 
reduction in market 
volume capacity could 
result in a complete 
overhaul of the approved 
repairer model?

Yes

35%

55%

10%

No Unsure 

Rationale

• It was heading that way anyway as first notification of loss (FNOL) and certification impose 
changes on the market

• It’s impossible with multi-approvals to satisfy everyone

• Secure groups, I think, will benefit from insurance confidence

• More likely that such an overhaul will follow technological change rather than supply/demand 
changes

• It could, but I doubt it will. I truly hope it will be the catalyst for fresh thinking and reform though

• Model similar but maybe reduced in overall size of network

• Lower volumes, the model is built on volume

• Repairers may choose not to be approved in an effort to increase rates. Depends on what 
volumes they receive from their approval and what the rates are!

• The industry requires flexibility

• Have selected ‘unsure’ as I don’t think it’ll be a complete overhaul, but inevitably some 
consolidation

• Self interest
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SECTION: Repair

Rationale continued

• Again more of a ‘hope’ than an assured statement - it needs an overhaul, mobility provision, 
pricing, collaboration, efficiency of process etc

• Do not think insurers will want to relinquish control here. I do believe it has to eventually but 
don’t believe it will be anytime soon

• There will always be repairers happy to work to whatever methods an insurer asks for the supply 
of work

• There may be some cost changes but the model would remain relatively the same

• Repairers dependant on high volumes/low margin will secure volumes by reducing cost to keep 
sustainable volumes

• Insurance companies will always want approved repairers. It’s their way of dictating terms to 
repairers

• The cost of running a network must be more expensive for the insurer when there are more 
touch points than is actually required

• Cannot see an overhaul as repairers would like. Be same issues that divide the partnerships

• There will be changes, I just don’t see there being a complete overhaul. I think that post-
COVID-19 insurers will see/realise how reliant they are on their networks/suppliers in general

• This will depend what insurers do, if they have a good network, they should work with them

• I would like to think so but again supply and demand – repairers, in most instances, want volume 
so why would an insurer negotiate if no need to - hopefully I am wrong

• Repairers will reduce manufacturer approvals due to investment and then specialise on fewer 
brands

• Insurers need partners not people who are out there to overcharge on the back of a crisis

• I think the market will reach a new equilibrium between the claims volume and the size of the UK 
repair landscape

• Without doubt the customer to insurer to repairer relationship will inevitably have to change 
from a safety and duty of care aspect

• Having to guarantee volumes during quiet times and managing large volumes in winter months 
will remain a challenge
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SECTION: Repair

Do you believe that 
accident repair costs will 
increase as a result of ‘a 
reset’ post COVID-19?

How strongly do you feel 
consolidation (mergers and 
acquisitions), at a repairer 
level, is likely to be a direct 
result of COVID-19 and 
its impact on the repair 
industry?

Yes, probable 

Very strongly 

53%

51%

10%

9%
40%

37%

No, doubtful 

It’s possible 

Maybe, but 
competition 

will apply 
downward 

pressure – 37%

Doubtful

Do you feel insurers/
claims outsource 
specialists will adopt/
speed-up the roll-out 
of securing dedicated 
repair capacity either 
via solus partnerships or 
ownership?

Yes

52% 48%

No
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SECTION:

Other

How much impact 
is the crisis likely to 
have on the industry 
skills crisis?

18%
39% 40%

3%

Significant 
long-term 

implications 

Short-term 
challenges 

Assist crisis, 
greater pool 
of available 

talent 

None 
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Do you think the motor 
claims supply chain, as 
a whole, will undergo a 
significant disruption as 
a result of experiences 
gleaned from the impact 
of COVID-19? Yes

60%

40%

No

SECTION: Other

Rationale

• Supply chain will ultimately be the hardest 
hit

• Measured over a year or two I think we will 
see a step-change in what were already 
increasing trends toward remote, artificial 
intelligence (AI) and automation

• Only because working patterns will change 
all round and margins will be tightened

• Reliability, strength of end-to-end supply 
chain will be reviewed, need to be stronger, 
more robust, more dynamic

• Nothing ever changes

• Too much institutional inertia and interest

• We will all adapt as required

• It needs to change, the industry has been 
dysfunctional for many years and it’s time 
to think a little differently

• Consolidation will happen but 
fundamentally will stay the same just the 
strongest survive

• Collection, delivery, sanitising and social 
distancing costs

• Parts and materials etc shortages, as 
starting to see now

• I think they have felt more disruption than 
the repairers and just shows we are all 
vulnerable and can be exposed

• Social distancing and sanitising
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SECTION: Other

Do you believe COVID-19 
will impact on the ability/
capabilities/intentions 
of vehicle manufacturers 
in driving technological 
developments into the 
market? (eg EVs, ADAS, 
autonomous etc)

Accelerate 

19% 20%

61%

Slow down No impact 

Comments

• More driven by legislation and competition 
than COVID-19

• ADAS and EV strategies are in a pipeline 
that is at least six years out

• Will slow down autonomous development 
because they have already said they need 
to save money

• There is a growing green agenda at EU 
level that will fuel faster paced adoption of 
EV etc in certain quarters eg city centres. 
The challenge will be consumer sentiment 
turning against public transport usage

• They will bypass certain intentions and 
leapfrog others. This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to ‘re-set’

• They all have long-term plans and there 
will be some delivery challenges initially, 
but they are resourceful and will adapt and 
recover quickly
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SECTION: Other

How might total losses 
be impacted as a result of 
the potential new industry 
dynamics?

An increase 

40%

23%

37%

A decrease No impact 

Rationale

• Total losses will likely increase with vehicle 
values dropping but repair costs going up, 
insurers may need to adapt metrics used

• Increase because more lower valued cars 
on the road due to not wanting travel on 
public transport

• Conflicting issues – accident damage 
inflation will drive more write-offs but 
repairer capacity may push repairs

• Depends on what happens to repair cost 
and vehicle values which look strong. Would 
like to see constructive total loss used less 
though

• More likely to write a vehicle off if the 
availability of the repairer is decreased

• More driven by complexity and repairability 
than changes in new industry dynamics

• Likely to be an increase in repair costs will 
increase the number of repairs that become 
beyond economic repair

• Possibly see an increase in cash in lieu as 
insurers try to speed up the claims process

• Expect a heavy increase in off-lease and 
repossession vehicles affecting the used 
market and collapsing the total loss market

• Fewer repairs therefore more effort will be 
made to repair, higher total loss thresholds, 
green parts take up, repair over replace 
generally

• Can’t see salvage prices increasing

• Cost of repair will go up without a doubt so 
more total losses

• Either non-OE parts deals will be stipulated 
by work providers to save vehicles and 
increase repair volumes, or insurers will cut 
their losses and settle

• Believe a shift towards older vehicles and 
increased repair costs will see an increase in 
write-offs

• I anticipate frequency of total losses will 
increase, due to availability of parts supply 
for repairs, with speed to settlement top 
of mind. Strong salvage returns (as being 
experienced currently) will help insurers 
decision making to go down the total loss 
route. Concern re cleanliness of vehicle 
coming back after a repair may push a 
desire from customers to go for total loss

• If claims decrease, total losses will also
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SECTION: Other

Will re-emergence likely 
increase exposure of the 
motor claims industry to 
greater levels of fraud?

Yes 

72% 8% 20%

No Unsure

Comments

• We’re seeing an increased rate of arson 
already

• History tells us events such as pandemic/
recession always drive fraud

• From a repairer, I would hope decrease, as 
we are in the business of repairing vehicles 
and would like to see repairs at 90% of value

• My guess is yes, as those wishing harm to 
the system have more time on their hands, 
as well as less direct engagement due to 
travel restrictions

• The increase in unemployment drives 
additional fraudulent activity
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SECTION: Other

Overall, how do you feel the motor claims industry has 
‘managed’ the crisis to date? (1 low – 10 high)

1% 1%

1 2

7% 7%
21% 10%

39%

6%4% 4%

3 4 5 6 8 1097

Rationale

• Parts supply chain collapsed. Insurers varied level of reaction

• Voted 8 as industry has adjusted well to new customer needs

• From those that we work with at any rate, the response has been good and solid

• Some insurers supportive in every way, others useless in every way

• We have all pulled together and shared our data which ultimately helps everyone

• Woeful lack of proper coordination, consistency and collaboration

• Carried on virtually as normal through crisis

• Well, we are pushing through the crisis, right? Kudos to all stakeholders

• Most certainly could have been managed better than it was

• They are short on staff so it takes longer to sort the claim

• On the whole, there has been more collaboration to ensure the customer is key. There are 
pockets of opportunists on both sides but they are very much the minority

• We mobilised to work from home in claims pretty much overnight and good relationships with 
repair network and engineers.  Increased payment turnaround
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SECTION: Other

Rationale continued...

• They haven’t really got the cost to repairers of COVID-19

• Good initiatives from insurers towards policyholders, also all shifted well to home-working, 
minimal disruption

• We have found them more approachable during this time

• Think repairers have done an amazing job. Insurers have at least been consistent, ‘consistently 
poor’

• Payments have sped-up, noticeably

• Maintained service working from home. Unbelievable really. Customer scores remained high

• Insurers have given little financial support to the repair sector

• Some bodyshops got criticised and lost some volume to competitors for not opening in the early 
days of lockdown as per government instructions

• Overall great - keeping people moving, especially key workers and some great collaboration. 
However, usual suspects letting the side down and using the opportunity to question valid 
claims, refuse valid increases in costs despite the reduced volume and even suggesting people 
break lockdown rules to go and buy a new car. Thankfully the FCA have decided to take a look

• Poor as initial panic of parts providers, lots of talk but no standard reimbursements of COVID-19 
costs ie cleaning

• Good day-to-day collaboration but no actual sustainable changes for the good

• Opportunity missed to reinvent and improve all elements of the claims process

• This pandemic has shown the best and worst of people organisations and businesses. We as a 
company have listed all the good and bad and may decide to not support the bad companies in 
the future
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I Love Claims
ILC is a community of over 3,000 like-minded 

individuals and businesses that work within the 
Motor, Home or Commercial claims insurance 

supply chain.

Our goal is to create a platform for awareness and debate, to deliver 
industry-specific events and news and to promote the ethos of 
working together closely for the benefit of the claims customer.

For the Motor, Home and Commercial sectors, ILC hosts Networking 
Lunches, Conferences (digital and physical) and Focus Groups.

Via our website and breakfast news service, we publish specialist 
news, videos and industry insights as well as promotional e-mails 

about our upcoming events.
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ARC360
ARC360 is the new forum aimed specifically at the 

automotive incident repair sector.

ARC360 has been established to provide an open platform upon 
which the automotive incident repair industry can raise key issues 

and explore cross-sector solutions in an open, transparent way.

ARC360 has been established to provide an open platform upon 
which the automotive incident repair industry can raise key issues 

and explore cross-sector solutions in an open, transparent way.

ARC360 brings together key persons of influence for executive level 
interaction, strategic collaboration and innovative problem solving 

via digital and physical event formats.

ARC360’s key aim is to ensure that everyone is engaged and all 
perspectives are considered in helping to create a better tomorrow 

through what we learn today.

ARC
360

ARC
360

ARC
360

ARC
360

Copyright notice

The material contained in this I Love Claims/ARC360 – The Great British Motor Claims Survey – has been 
obtained from an anonymised, polling/feedback session.

The report was conducted in association with Trend Tracker Ltd. The report is provided free of charge 
without warranty of any kind, either express or implied.

I Love Claims/ARC360 has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in the 
report. It cannot accept liability for any information therein or any interpretation made thereof.

I Love Claims/ARC360, as the author of the report shall not be liable for incidental or indirect damages 
whatsoever, including without limitation – damage for loss of business profits, business interruption, or 

any other pecuniary loss that may arise out of the interpretation of data contained within the report.
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ILC CORPORATE PARTNERS

ARC360 CORPORATE PARTNERS

ARC360 PARTNERS

ILC INSURER PARTNERS

Connecting the industry TM
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M O T O R  C L A I M S

FESTIVAL
29 June - 3 July 2020


